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Wells Trucking Announces Completion of Bashor Field Restoration Project
With the right equipment and staff, the family-run company has grown to help restore the land for
fellow farmers and neighbors
(Gill, CO)--Wells Trucking spokesman TR Dunn recently announced the completion of the Bashor Field
Restoration Project located in Weld County, Colorado. The project, which moved 47,000 cubic yards of dirt
to fill in flood damage and raise a low spot in the field, was one caused due to local flooding in the area.
According to Dunn, part of the success of the product goes to the Topcon surveying software.
Explains Dunn, "Our Topcon surveying software helped us quickly and accurately calculate the amount of
dirt needed to fill in the field. Topcon connects directly with sensors in our blades to determine when the fill
dirt has reached the correct level. We pride ourselves not only on our staff, but also on our equipment. "In
addition to our state-of-the-art software, we maintain a comprehensive fleet of haulers/dumps, scrapers,
bulldozers, loaders, etc., for jobs such as these." The project also added additional soil to the land to replace
what was taken by the flooding and further avoid damage from any future floods. Dunn urges interested
parties to visit the website (http://wells-trucking.com) to view pictures of the job.
Providing excavating after floods is nothing new to Wells Trucking (http://wells-trucking.com). In Greeley,
CO, the firm proudly assisted in water and sewer line installation, and also excavated a large retention pond
to avert flood damage to the homes. "Previously a greenhouse, Miller Farms is under development for
single-family homes, we were excited to help in the project and take on the task of preventing flooding there
in the future."
Looking after the land comes natural to Wells Trucking. Company owner Josh Wells tells the tale of how
much he loved the land and was unhappy with the aftereffects of hydraulic fracturing. Although horizontal
drilling has shrunk drilling footprints by about 70%, it still creates an eyesore on the beautiful eastern plains.
Josh founded Wells Trucking to help restore the land after significant man and nature land altering events .
About Wells Trucking:
Wells Trucking is committed to helping our Colorado neighbors responsibly restore the natural landscape
after man and nature land altering events, such as flooding and oil/gas drilling. We are also proud to provide
infrastructure support and services for ranchers and farmers in Colorado. Wells Trucking has one of the
most complete lines of earth moving equipment in Eastern Colorado, leverages state-of-the-art surveying
technology and have an experienced staff of over 50 committed professionals. In addition to reclamation
work, they provide excavation, hauling, grading, farmland restoration, installation of underground utilities,
and many more services in Weld County and throughout Colorado.
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